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The Brooklyn Bridge The Story
The activists, associated with a group called Black Kings NYC, stopped traffic on the bridge around 10 p.m. Saturday as they marched from Brooklyn to Manhattan demanding the resignation of NYPD ...
Protesters blocking traffic on Brooklyn Bridge clash with cops
Avery Hall Investments has started preleasing at its luxury mixed-use community next to the Brooklyn Bridge’s entrance. Move-ins at One Boerum Place are expected to start this summer when the lower ...
Avery Hall Starts Pre-Leasing Brooklyn Mixed-Use Community
SOM’s considerably scaled-back mixed-use tower proposed for 250 Water Street won the approval of New York’s Landmark Commission ...
SOM’s shorter 250 Water Street tower approved for the South Street Seaport
In New York, the Mayor and police leadership have repeatedly voiced commitments to “create a bond” between cops and communities of color. The problem, according to high-level officials, is that the ...
Bridging the Divide Between the Police and the Policed
Donations for prizes or raffle items are accepted and appreciated. Follow Brooklyn’s story and her journey on Facebook @Brooklyn’s Bridge the road to her service dog. Read this story online at ...
Brooklyn's Bridge: Mom shares her daughter's heart-wrenching story of need for service dog
He probably likes the walk!) And now, in the renderings unveiled this week, the bike lane across the Brooklyn Bridge. The difference, of course, is that you’re supposed to be riding there ...
The Brooklyn Bridge Finally Gets Its Own Bike Path! Except
Bridge, truly one of the most endearing and enduring engineering feats in the world. In building such a true American Icon, John Roebling and his son Washington persevered against all odds. When ...
Roebling: The Story of the Brooklyn Bridge
TimesMachine is an exclusive benefit for home delivery and digital subscribers. Full text is unavailable for this digitized archive article. Subscribers may view the full text of this article in ...
THE BROOKLYN BRIDGE.
Jeremy Trapp, 25, pleaded guilty in Brooklyn Federal Court to a count of destroying a motor vehicle used by the NYPD.
‘I cut the wire’: Brooklyn man pleads guilty to sabotaging NYPD car during George Floyd protests
Back in January, Mayor Bill de Blasio unveiled his "Bridges for the People" plan, announcing that both the Brooklyn Bridge and the Queensboro Bridge would finally get dedicated bike lanes.
The Brooklyn Bridge is finally getting a bike lane before the end of the year
This time last year, Theater To Go planned to present a revival of its historic docu-play, “Roebling: The Story of the Brooklyn Bridge,” but its plans collapsed with the coming of COVID-19.
Jersey theater group’s Brooklyn Bridge play detours to internet
Surveillance video from outside City Hall appears to show protesters receiving a small shipment of bats before anti-cops activists clashed with officers on the Brooklyn Bridge Wednesday morning.
Video shows protesters get shipment of bats before Brooklyn Bridge brawl
By The Associated Press | Posted - Nov. 8, 2014 at 5:30 a.m. This archived news story is available only for your personal, non-commercial use. Information in the story may be outdated or ...
Cargo ship clips Brooklyn Bridge; no injuries
NEW YORK (1010 WINS) – Protesters rallying against anti-Asian hate shut down part of the Brooklyn Bridge on Sunday afternoon, video shows. Protestors have stopped just before the exit off the ...
VIDEO: Protest against anti-Asian hate shuts down part of Brooklyn Bridge
Stretching across the hilly terrain of Goshen, NY, just over an hour from the heart of New York City, guests can get a bird's eye view of the mini versions of their favorite New York landmarks (all ...
Legoland New York Is Opening This Summer — Here's a Sneak Peek at the Thrill Rides and Epic Block Architecture
Leave some romance for the rest of us, will ya? It’s not unusual to see lovebirds strolling across the Brooklyn Bridge at sunset, but lovebirds enjoying a romantic dinner complete with sangria ...
Couple stages romantic dinner on Brooklyn Bridge, makes the rest of us look bad
The love story ending over the Brooklyn bridge, though one might expect it to be a central scene, doesn't quite get there, with the rough portrayals of the characters leaving more to be guessed ...
Booker shortlisted: Embrace over Brooklyn Bridge
About 500 people marched from Brooklyn across the Manhattan Bridge in solidarity after the murder conviction of Derek Chauvin in George Floyd's death Tuesday. The night began with a celebratory ...
For George Floyd, marchers walk from Brooklyn across the Manhattan Bridge
TimesMachine is an exclusive benefit for home delivery and digital subscribers. Full text is unavailable for this digitized archive article. Subscribers may view the full text of this article in ...
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